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Abstract 

 

E-shopping is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to directly buy goods or services from a seller over the 

Internet using a web browser. This popularity has made web an excellent source of gathering customer opinions about a product. 

Positive opinions bring significant business growth and financial gains. Similarly negative opinion cause sales loss and affect 

companies reputation. There is no reported study on assessing the trustworthiness of opinions, which is crucial for all opinion 

based applications, although web spam and email spam have been investigated extensively. Existing research is more focused 

towards classification and summarization of online opinions. In this work, an attempt has been made to detect whether an 

opinion or the review is a spam or a non-spam, to provide a trusted view to help the customer in taking a decision. The 

trustworthiness of the reviews is assessed as spam or a non-spam review, which includes both duplicate and near duplicate 

reviews classified as spam reviews, and partially related and unique reviews classified as non-spam reviews. The proposed 

method improves the spam detection system using SDS algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed technique in detecting spam and non-spam reviews. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Shopping was earlier meant to be a sensorial activity, but has changed its dimension with the fast growing online shopping or the 

E-shopping sites. One of the great benefits of online shopping is the ability to read product reviews, written either by experts or 

fellow online shoppers. User reviews has a critical role in helping shoppers pick one item over the other. A survey conducted on 

aspects of online shopping web and other factors that come into play when consumers try to decide how to spend their money on 

which product or service revealed that reviews play an important role in influencing consumers who tend to make purchases 

online [1].   

In recent years, the consumer reviews has increased dramatically [2]. Such opinions, originating from users experiences, 

regarding specific products, straightaway influence future customer purchase decisions [3]. In other wordsopinionated postings 

influence prospective potential purchasers to make or reverse purchase decisions. Conversely, a large proportion of favorable 

reviews attract more customers for a particular product or brand. Positive reviews bring significant business growth and financial 

gains. Similarly, negative reviews cause sales loss and affect companies reputation [4, 5]. There is also a growing trend of 

merchants relying on general public‟s opinions to reshape their businesses by improving their products, services, and marketing 

[6,7].  

The quality is not a controlling factor in posting review and hence trustworthiness of reviews is a challenging problem. These 

result in many low quality reviews and review spam. This spam review can mislead reader and the detection is one of the hot 

research topics. Typically, the reviews consist of an overall product score and some free-form review text to allow the reviewer 

to describe their experience with the product or service in question. Web user can post products reviews at merchant sites to 

express their views and interact with other users via blogs and forums. Reviewer gives review and also star rating on the product. 

It is now well recognized that the user generated content contains valuable information that can be exploited for many 

applications [7].  

Spam is a serious universal problem whether it is in E-commerce reviews or in other fields and impacts all computer users. 

This affects not only normal users of the internet, but also causes a big problem for companies and organizations since it costs a 

huge amount of money in lost productivity, wasting users‟ time and network bandwidth. Many studies on spam indicate that 

spam cost organizations billions of dollars yearly [8]. Recently all major search engine companies have identified adversarial 

information retrieval [9] as a top priority because of multiple negative effects caused by spam and appearance of new challenges 

in this area of research. There is not many published studies on review spam although web spam and email spam has been 

investigated extensively.  

The existing work has been mainly focused on extracting and summarizing opinions from reviews using natural language 

processing and data mining techniques [2,10]. Web page spam is widespread due to the economic and publicity value of the rank 

position of a page returned by a search engine. Web page spam boosts the rank positions of some target pages in search engines 
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[6]. Websites that encourage consumers to research, rate, and review products online have become an increasingly important 

factor in purchase decisions. This increased importance has been accompanied by a growth in deceptive opinion spam - 

fraudulent reviews written with the intent to sound authentic and mislead consumers [11]. In the context of reviews, the problem 

is similar, but also quite different. Due to the openness of product review sites, spammers can pose as different contributing 

spammed reviews making them harder to eradicate completely. Spam reviews usually look perfectly normal until one compares 

them with other reviews of the same products to identify review comments not consistent with the latter. The efforts of additional 

comparisons by the users make the detection task tedious and non-trivial [12]. Most review spam detection system focus on 

review behaviors and detect with some classification techniques.  

Researchers have developed various spam detection techniques in last few years to preserve the accuracy of opinion-mining 

results, factual customers and truthful stores. The present study is undertaken to refine the major task in distinguishing spam and 

truthful reviews by improving SDS algorithm. This method can be used by the original online consumers and companies who 

seriously rely in consumers true opinions.   

II. THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND ALGORITHM 

SDS algorithm is designed for detecting the spam reviews in E-Commerce websites.The present study proposes a complete spam 

detection system for identifying spam. Most researchers observed that spammers generally use duplicate content or mostly 

related content in their product review. The SDS algorithm detects the review polarity and review spam. 

 Review Polarity Detector: A.

The word matrix includes the words of review and the 1-gram comparison required for the polarity detection. Review polarity 

detection for 1 gram words compare each word set with their word polarity. The Figure 1 shows the functional diagram of review 

polarity detector 

 
Fig. 1: Functional diagram of review polarity detector. 

The opinion mining or sentence polarity detection method use five words array. They are namely, Positive words [], Negative 

Words [], Stop Words [], Avoided words [] and Unknown Words []. As per the name of the array used Positive words [] will 

include positive words, Negative words []use negative words, Stop words of English are stored in Stop words [], Avoidable 

linguistic words in Avoid words [] and Unknown words in the review will add to Unknown words []. 

Whereas, the word categorization not always give a correct results as in the following example. „The Mobile weight is low.‟ It 

is positive when considering the product but the system may detect it as negative sentence. 

 Review Spam Detector  B.

In review spam detection phase, all the existing reviews are compared using the help of Jacquard similarity calculation method 

[13].  The Jacquard coefficient measures the similarity between finite sample sets, and is defined as the size of the intersection 

divided by the size of the union of the sample sets. If A is set of words of review 1 and B is set of words of review 2, then the 

equation for jacquard coefficient is: 

Jacquard coefficient = A ∩B/AUB  -----Eq. (1) 
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The algorithm for review polarity detection is as below 

1) Step 1. Start 

2) Step 2. Set Review = Positive 

3) Step 3. Set Positive=0 

4) Step 4. Set Negative = 0; 

5) Step 5. For i as rows of word matrix 

 Set Neg=0; 

 For j as column of word matrix 

 If word matrix [i] [j] is exist in Negative words[] 

 Neg++ 

 Else If word matrix [i] [j] is not exist in Negative words[] and Avoid words[] and Stop words[] then 

 If word matrix [i] [j] is exist in Word net [] 

 Find the meaning of matrix [i] [j] 

 If matrix[i][j] is exist Word net[] any of  related words are exist in negative words[] 

 Neg++ 

 Else add to Unknown words []. 

 If Neg%2==0 

 Positive++ 

 Else  

 Negative++ 

6) Step 6. If Negative> Positive 

Review = Negative 

7) Step 7.Stop 

The algorithm for review similarity detection is as below: 

1) Step 1. Start 

2) Step 2. Set Intersection =0; 

3) Step 3. Set Union=0; 

4) Step 4. Set Similarity=0; 

5) Step 5 Set Spam Status=Non spam; 

6) Step 6. For each review in database as i 

 Word matrix old review[i] = find Word matrix of review [i] (See Algorithm 1.1.1) 

 Intersection = Find Intersection set size of review word matrix old review[i] and word matrix of new review [] 

 Union = Find union set size of review word matrix old review[i] and word matrix of new review []  

 Similarity = Intersection/Union 

 If Similarity >= .5 

 Spam Status=Spam 

7) Step 7. Stop 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is an interesting area of research because of its applications in various fields. The 

opinions of users are helpful for the public and for stakeholders when making certain decisions [10]. Opinion mining is a way to 

retrieve information through search engines. The study identified a complete spam detection system using SDS algorithm. Table 

1 shows selected reviews for testing SDS algorithm. 
Table -1:  

Selected Reviews 

S. No Review 

 A little bit heavy due to its large capacity battery and 5inch size. But overall it is a very nice Android to use. 

 Another one in the ever increasing Canvas fraternity. Just a souped up version of older versions. 

 Another one in the ever increasing Canvas fraternity. Just a souped up version of older versions. 

 There is some false case with the device micromax power a 96. it claims that 1.3 ghz quad core processor 

 
The ram 512 makes the phone very slow which needs an up gradation to 1 GB. Micro max may launch another version of A96 with 

these features and may keep the prices a few bucks more. 

 

The reviews shown in Table 1 is the input to review polarity detector. For each review, this will find the polarity of the review 

to the product. The result of the review polarity detector is given in Table 2. 
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Table -2:  

Result of review polarity detector 

SI No Polarity 

 Positive 

 Negative 

 Negative 

 Negative 

 Negative 

The reviews shown in Table 1 is the input to Review spam detector. For each review, this will find the similarity of the review 

to the other reviews using the Jacquard Coefficient equation. The result of the review spam detector is given in Table 3. 

Table -3:  

Result of review spam detector. 

S. No Spam Behavior 

 Spam 

 Spam 

 Spam 

 Non Spam 

 Non Spam 

Overall result of the SDS algorithm depends on its opinion detection capacity of the sentence and the similarity detection part 

of the sentences. The Opinion detection capacity of the SDS algorithm is carried out using different set of known opinion data 

sets. Also, the similarity detection tried using different set of spam and non-spam data sets. The opinion analysis result of the 

SDS algorithm is given in Table 4 and Figure 2. 
Table -4:  

Opinion analysis result of the SDS algorithm 

SI No Total Reviews Behavior of Review Total Positive Reviews Detected Total Negative Review Detected 

1 80 Negative 27 53 

2 80 Negative 22 58 

3 80 Negative 25 55 

4 80 Negative 27 53 

5 80 Negative 35 45 

6 80 Positive 66 14 

7 80 Positive 68 12 

8 80 Positive 60 20 

9 80 Positive 63 17 

10 80 Positive 63 17 

 

 
Fig. 2: Opinion analysis result of the SDS algorithm 

Performance of sentence analysis is evaluated using four indexes: accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. The performance 

of calculation of the review polarity detection system is given in Table 5. 
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Table -5:  

Performance of review polarity detection phase 

 Predicted Positive Predicted Negative 

In 400 Positive Reviews True Positive Reviews(TP) : 320 False Negative Reviews(FN) : 80 

In 400 Negative Review False Positive Instances(FP) : 136 True Negative instances(TN) : 264 

The performance indexes calculated from the table are given bellow. 

 Accuracy= (TP+TN)/ (TP+TN+FP+FN) = (320+264)/ (320+264+136+80) = 0.73 

 Precision=TP/ (TP+FP) = 320/ (320+136) = 0.70 

 Recall= TP/ (TP+FN) =320/ (320+80) = 0.80 

 F1-Score= (2*Precision*Recall)/ (Precision+ Recall) = (2*0.70*0.80)/ (0.70+0.80) = 0.75. 

SDS algorithm detects 100% duplicate reviews and nearly duplicates reviews. SDS algorithm detects 95% of spam reviews 

and 75% spam polarity. The overall performance of the system is simple, fast and efficient compared to the existing system [2-

5]. By improving the positive and negative word set in the SDS algorithm can yield more accurate result. The opinion mining 

part of the system can be extended to other opinion analysis systems. This spam detection system can also be extended to the 

email, web, SMS and other spam detection systems. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

E-commerce has shown its consistent presence in the Indian market. This online form of shopping allows consumers to directly 

buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser. A product review provides the comprehensive 

understandings of product. If most reviews are negative, one will almost certainly not buy it. Positive opinions can result in 

significant financial gains and/or fames for businesses, organizations and individuals. Reviews are also used by product 

manufacturers to identify problems of their products and to find competitive intelligence information about their competitors. It 

is understood that many online reviews are not written by genuine users of products, but by spammers who write fake reviews to 

promote or demote some target products.  

Researchers have developed various spam detection techniques in last few years to preserve the accuracy of opinion-mining 

results, factual customers and truthful stores. The present study could distinguish spam and truthful reviews by improving SDS 

algorithm.  This system is the first complete spam detection system of this kind for customer review spam. By extending the 

knowledge database and positive and negative word set, it can further improve the sentence polarity analysis. Improving natural 

language processing area of the system could yield better result. The scope of SDS algorithm can also be extended to opinion 

mining in natural language processing, blog, social media and forum based opinion analysis, email and web spam detection etc. 
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